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.University creates fourth option for health care plan
A fourth option has been added to the University's health

care plan which is scheduled to go into effect Jan. 1. Although
the original deadline for choosing an option has already
passed. employees will have until Wednesday (Dec. 15) to fill
out another enrollment form if they decide they prefer Ple-n IV.
The new option will allow employees to continue for the rest
·of the health care plan year (approxima!ely eight months) with
the current plan. However, a rate increase has been incorporated into the plan reflecting higher projected costs and a lack
of savings from the changes that were incorporated in Plans I,
II and Ill as recommended by the Health Care Task Force. Dr.

J. Christopher Dalton, vice pre.,-ident for planning and budgeting. said the new option is more costly than the first three plans
·because it does not incorporate the savings achieved in Plans
I; and Ill.
· · Plan JV will be available only until the end of the current
benefit plan year which ends Aug. 31, 1994.
"Offering this option allows any employee who wishes to
continue with the current plan through to August 1994 to do
so,• Dr. Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president,
said at a recent Faculty Senate meeting. ·After that date, the
fourth option will disappear and you will have to choose one of
1he other three plans.·
Under Plan IV, an employee choosing single coverage will
·pay $525 per year and $2, 145 for family coverage. The benefits
available under the plan will be identical to the existing plan,
except for the legislatively mandated addition of coverage for
mammograms, cytologic scieening (pap smear) and prostatic

u

Assistance Program (EPA). Coverages for the three mandated
services will be the same as those described in Plan I.
Dalton noted that although Plan.IV provides family dental
coverage for classified staff, it does not provide any family
dental coverage for contract staff as do the other three plans.
Plan IV also continues to provide the University's current vision
plan which for contract staff is only single coverage and for
dassffied staff is family coverage. One of the major differences
is that Plan IV has no limitations on mental and chiropra,ctic
care as do the other three plans.
At the Dec. 7 senate meeting, Barber said the addition of
the fourth option was the result of a compromise that arose
during discussions between the University and its legal
counsel, and the Faculty Senate Executive Committee and Dr.
Robert Holmes, legal studies. Last month, Holmes and SEC
raised a legal concern to the administration about implementing the new health care plan during the middle of a contract
year.
Barber said the University's attorney issued a written
opinion based on contract law and argued that based on the
consistency of past practice - no one had ever complained
before when changes were made in mid-year - that it was both
legal and appropriate for the University to proceed with
implementation of the new plan.
Holmes. who is an attorney, disagreed with the analysis and
proposed adding the fourth option.
-We be6eve we are on solid legal footing to offer the new
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ODK tap~ Blackney, Johnson and Bechtol for induction
An athletic coach, the director of the
graduate studies in business program
and the assistant Wood County prosecutor were tapped
Friday (Dec. 10)
for membership in
Bowling Green
State University's
chapter of
Omicron Delta
Kappa national
leadership honor
society.
Also selected
were 18 underGary Blackney
graduate students.
Gary Blackney, head football coach,
and Charles Johnson Jr., director of
graduate studies in business, were the
two University employees tapped.
Assistant Wood County Prosecutor
Lew Bechtol Jr., who is a 1984 graduate
of the University, was selected for
membership under the alumni category.
The 18 junior and senior students
were selected on the basis of excellence
in one of five categories: creative and
performing arts; social, service, religious
and campus government activities;
scholarship; athletics; or journalism,
speech and mass media
Blackney joined the University in
December of 1990 and immediately

turned around a football program which
could only point to a 5-6 record as its
best effort during the previous five years.
In his first ty,o
years as head
coach, the team
compiled a 21-3
record, won two
Mid-American
Conference
championships
and won the
last-ever
California Bowl
and the
first-ever Las
Charles Johnson Jr.
Vegas Bowl.
.
Also in those first two years, Blackney
was twice named MAC Coach of the
Year. In 1992, he was named Ohio
Coach of the Year and that same year
was a finalist for National Coach of the
Year.
This year, his team went 6-3-2,
finishing third in the conference.
Blackney began his coaching career
while still a graduate student at the
University of Connecticut in 1968-69.
For the next 14 years, he served as an
assistant coach at Brown, Rhode Island,
Wisconsin, UCLA and Syracuse. In 1984,
he became an assistant coach at Ohio
State, a position he kept until coming to
Bowling Green six years later.

Johnson joined the University staff as
a reside~ hall director while working
toward his master's degree in business
administration.
After completing his
degree in 1987,
he stayed on as
a hall director
until 1989 when
he accepted the
position of
director of
program
advisement for
the College of
Lew Bechtol Jr.
Business
Administration. He held that position for
one year before being named to his
current past.
As director of graduate studies, he is
responsable for all aspects of the program, including the recruiting of students,
academic advising and the supervision of
support staff.
In addition to his administrative duties,
Johnson also teaches undergraduate
classes within the college.
He is a member of the American
Society for Training and Development,
the Executive MBA Council, the Graduate
Management Admission Council and the
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Continuing ed
can put your
expertise to use
Are you an English professor who
would like to set up a reading program for
young people? A mathematician who
would love to teach a novel-writing class?
Or a dining service employee who yearns
to teach an ethnic cooking class? If so,
you might be just the person Kayla
Allison, Katy Stieler and Joyce Kepke, all
of continuing education, international and
summer programs, are looking for to
teach a course.
Continuing education offers a broad
range of courses and services to the
community and has something for every
age group, from three year olds to adults.
The offerings include professional and
personal development. conference
development and management. customized training, and young people's
courses.
"Often we find faculty and staff are
unaware of the opportunities available
through our office to develop and teach
courses benefitting a community outside
the regular academic setting; said
Allison, director of the adult options
programs. Faculty members may teach
self-contained courses through continuing education or may incorporate their
own department's courses into a continuing education program.
If a faculty or staff member has an
idea for a class, they may contact
continuing education for help in organizing the development, promotion, registration and implementation of the course.
For example, last year Brent Nicholson,
legal studies, saw a need for an LSAT
prep class in Bowling Green. He found a
potential instructor and then approached
Allison to set up a class on campus,
which began this fall and has been a
great success, she said.
An example of a staff member
teaching in her field is Diana Carpenter,
who is a career development specialist in
the College of Arts and Sciences and
also assistant director of adult-learner
services for continuing education. She
teaches ·New Directions: a
self-discovery class for people wishing to
change careers or embark on a career for
the first time. "This dass helps people as
well as providing an excellent form of
recruitment for the University," said
Allison.
Another alternative. for credit classes
already in place, is to -cross-list~ the
course for a noncredit option through
continuing education. Allison said
professors are often pleased by the
perspectives these adult students bring to
discussions and welcome their addition to

the class.
Continued on page 3

Continued on page 3

Consultant tells senate that BGSU
is paying too much for health care

COMMENTARY
Editor, the Monitor.
The selection of a Master Teacher is a fine way of recognizing outstanding
teachers and one that demands a rigorous process of selection. The experience of
one of the 1O semi-finalists for the 1993 Master Teacher Award suggests the need for
re-evaluating the selection process and other factors associated with the Master
Teacher Award. Ten semi-finalists were selected but one semi-finalist was disqualified the day before the five finalists were selected. Or. Loma Gonsalves-Pinto, one of
the 1O semi-finalists, learned about her ineligibility during a phone call which she
made to the undergraduate alumni office. Her ineligibility was discovered after she
went through the entire phase of the selection process which requires all candidates
to have taught full-time for three years. The fact that Or. Gonsalves-Pinto did not fulfill
the criteria is not being disputed. What was most inappropriate was that she found
out about her ineligibility at the very last minute through a phone call that she made to
the committee. Or. Gonsalves-Pinto's experience, both before and after she found out
that she was ineligible, raises some questions. Is it not the committee's responsibility
to ensure that all candidates be rigorously screened prior to requiring them to submit
ad<frtional materials? Were all semi-finalists' files and credentials checked just one
day before the selection of the five finalists? Were all semi-finalists observed by all ·
evaluators prior to voting for the finalists? Was it not the committee's responsibility to
inform Or. Gonsalves-Pinto of her ineligibility as soon as they discovered that she did
not fulfill the criteria?
The ethnic studies department and the women's studies program endorse the
following statement which Or. Gonsalves-Pinto presented to the selection committee
for the 1993 Master Teacher Award:
·As I have stated in my previous letter, I commend the undergraduate alumni
association for recognizing dedicated and effective teachers and feel honored to have
been nominated. I suggest that some changes be instituted in the selection process
based on my experience as a semi-finalist. I offer the following suggestions to the
committee:
1. Conduct a survey of all past semi-finalists to obtain their ideas on the strengths
and weaknesses of the selection process.
2. Consider the essential qualities of a good teacher and eliminate requirements
such as the time requirement, that have nothing to do with effective teaching. A good
teacher is a good teacher whether she/he is a full-time faculty member or a part-time
faculty member, whether she/he has taught one year or 10.
3. Ensure that all evaluators observe all semi-finalists before voting for the fmalists
(this has been a common concern).
4. Give ioolViduals more time to nominate teachers - make announcements at
least four weeks before the deadline.
5. Ensure that all evaluators receive information on all semi-finalists (my file was
not forwarded to all evaluators).
6. Keep semi-finalists informed of any change in procedures or scheduling ( I was
not informed of changes and was inconvenienced when evaluators did not attend my
classes during two suggested time periods in the fall semester of 1993).
7. Reconsider the title - Master Teacher - and D5e a title that is gender inclusive:
Dr. Robert Perry
Chair, Department of Ethnic Stu<fies
Dr. Bien Berry
Director, Women's Studies Program

James King, a consultant on health
care and a professor at the University of
Toledo, addressed Faculty Senate at its
Dec. 7 meeting on the topic of cost
containment. After reviewing the
University's health care plan, he told the
senators, ·Either you're one bunch of sick
puppies or you're overutilizing your plan.·
King said through his private consulting he manages approximately $65
million worth of health care programs in
northwest Ohio, including the Wood
County government plan. The
University's health care costs in comparison appeared to be •extremely high,· he
said.
"Your numbers are very high but you
cani jump to the conclusion that ifs
because of mismanagement,· he said.
"You need to analyze your program and
do a utilization profile.• From his brief
examination of the University's numbers,
he said it suggests to him that the
University either has a very unhealthy
population, has had some catastrophic
health care problems or the administration is paying close to billed charges
when it should be paying up to 25
percent less.
King commended the University for
being self-insured, saying ifs the ·smart
way to go.· However, he said more
savings can be achieved through
negotiations for discounts with physicians
and health facilities.
•But faculty and staff have to know
this: there's no way to achieve big
discounts without giving something up,·
King said. ·Alternative systems and

managed care is here and we have to
adapt to that.
.
·Most people look at health care as a
friendly beast, but ifs very hostile to both
employer and employee. You both face a
common enemy and only lose if you fight
each other.·
Or. Don Boren, chair of the Health
Care Task Force, also addressed the
senate and said the University is behind
the times. -We've been afraid to make
changes. There hasn't been much
willingcess by employees to change
anything. We're deadset to keep what we
have; he said.
He reported that William Hembree, a
nationally recognized health care
consultant, will be on campus the week of
Dec. 13 to provide an intensive educational seminar for the Health Care Task
Force and make recommendations to the
University on its health care plan.
In related business, the senate tabled
a resolution calling for the University to
·drop its self-insured health plan that is
associated with CoreSource at the end of
the contract year and substitute a plan
similar to or better than the one provided
to the University of Toledo employees.·
Senator Elliott Blinn, who sponsored the
resolution with Senator Tom Wymer, said
the senate should wait to discuss it
following further studies by the task force.
The senate also failed to pass a
resolution calling for the University to
keep existing health care fringe benefits
in effect at the existing cost structure for
faculty during the remainder of the 199394 contract term.

NEW FOURTH OPTION
From the front
(three-option) plan,· Barber said. ·sut we
think it is reasonable to offer a fourth
option:
In a letter. to all employees explaining
the adcfrtion, President Olscamp said the
administration has determined it will be
beneficial to add the fourth option even
though the timing wiD be difficult for the
staff in the Benefits Office. ·Presumably

there are certain members of our faculty
and staff for whom this option, which
essentially extends the current plan for
eight mc:>re months, albeit at a higher
cost, wm be a personal benefit·
Any employee who wishes to elect
Plan IV must prepare an appropriate
election form available at the Benefits
Office.

Kubasek's new book fills void of texts in teaching of environmental law
ing the same growth in this relatively new
field of study. Obviously, ·a regular
textbook was needed.
Fmally last year, Kubasek was asked
by Prentice Hall to write such a book, and
the result is Environmental Law, just out
this August. This is the first undergraduate textbook on the subject to be published by a major publisher, she said. ·
The book is written for these without a
legal or scientific background, said
Kubasek, and "tries to stimulate the
reader to think about where the law
should be going.· It provides background
information on how the legal system
works, and some "basic scientific
knowledge necessary for understanding
environmental law,· according to the
book's introduction.
Thus, said Kubasek, it can be used by
citizen's groups who want to understand
how to use the environmental laws to
bring about change in their communities.
Business people trying to comply with
environmental regulations affecting them
will also find the book helpful as a guide
through the tangle of legislation surround-

In 1982, when Dr. Nancy Kubasek,
legal studies, began teaching environmental law, there was no textbook
available on the subject She tried using
a law textbook, and even of these, there
were only two choices. For the undergraduates she
was teaching,
who had no
specific legal
background, this
proved too
technical. For the
next 12 years,
she said, she
gradually put
together her own
"textbook,· using
a copy store to
Nancy Kubasek
print materials
compiled from various sources.
During those years, interest in the field
grew a great deal, until the course went
from being offered once every other
spring to running two sections every
spring and once in the summer. Universities around the country were experienc• . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . -• • . • •• • ..... ' " ' - .......... ·~ •
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ing environmental issues.
Though BGSU does not offer a law
degree, the course is popular with
business pre-law, education, environmental stu<fteS and philosophy majors, said
Kubasek.
The book presents a well-rounded
look at both "what the laws are and why
they are needed,· according to Kubasek.
Dr. Gary Silvennan, chair of the environmental health program, contributed
chapters on water quality control and
management of hazardous waste.
Besides explaining the American legal
system and specific environmental
issues, Environmental Law also contains
a section on international environmental
law. This is very timely, especially to
America today as debate takes place
about the merits of the North American
Free Trade Agreement which contains
many ·side agreements,· as Kubasek
said, involving environmental protection.
The mood of the country has changed,
Kubasek said, from the more
pro-business policies of the Reagan and
Bush administrations, where the role of

.J.J.J_J '····•a••• .J.J,(# •••I•••••'•'·'·'·'·•••••• .l.J.J_J

the Environmental Protection Agency

was greatly reduced, to one of seeking a
better balance between the need to
protect the environment and the need of
business to expand. Reauthorization of
environmental legislation will play a
prominent role in the congressional
agenda of the next four years. For
example, she said, reauthorization of the
Endangered Species Act is scheduled for
1994, and proposals for changing our
entire approach to protecting these
species currently are being hotly debated.
The book has received positive
reviews so far, said Kubasek. She has
recently spoken on topics it addresses at
both national and regional meetings of
the Academy of Legal Studies in Business.
Environmental Law will be distributed
by regular bookstores as well as university bookstores because of its wide
general appeal. "It tells you how environmental law is structured and how you can
affect its future development,· said
Kubasek. - Bonnie Blankinship
J • • • • • • ... J.. J_.J
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Q & A ABOUT COIJ ,ECl'IVE BARGAINING
A_ variety o~ questions have been raised about faculty collective bargaining
and its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association
and the University administration have asked the Monitor to publish their answers
to questions posed by members of the University community.
Question (from a recent AAI newsletter): What is the union's position on
uniform teaching loads?

The soup was pipin' hot at the Administration Building Dec. 7 as employees and
students came to eat for a good cause. Staff members in the building donated the
crocks of soup and bowls went for $1 with proceeds going to the Sentinel Tribune's
Christmas WISh Fund. The annual event was held the the building's vending room.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
From the front
One of the pleasures of teaching in
the continuing education department.
said Allison, can be "teaching for the joy
of it without the administrative hassles of
grades and paperwork.· Also, faculty do
not have to teach within their academic
field at all. An interest or hobby may
spark an idea for a dass. For instance,
one of the most popular and
longest-running dasses is the foreign
travel course taught by Or. Roger
Anderson, political science. Anderson
team teaches the dass with Bowling
Green residents Roger Holliday and
Claudia Fischer, who write a travel
.?9
column for The Blade. The dass is "a
sell-out every time,· according to Allison.
Bmer Girton, who works in instrument
repair in the music department, teaches
calligraphy, and Norma Muir, fo~ of
the key office, conducts a dass in
ballroom dancing.
Allison said she and her colleagues
are always looking for people with special
talents and abilities. •Ifs easy to find
someone to teach French - all I have to
do is look in the directory - but what
about weaving?· she said. She urged
faculty and staff to call the department
and let them know if·they are interested
in putting together a program. Continuing
education tries to meet the needs of area
business and industry by developing
customized training
certificate
programs. ·oue to the diverse needs of
local organizations, we try to help them
develop programs which can be held
on-site to meet their requirements. This
may involve teaching German to accountants at TRINOVA or providing management training to small businesses,·
Allison said. ·For all these dasses we try
to use BGSU faculty or graduate students:
Courses are not limited to adult
classes, but can indude a variety of
young people's options as well.
The young people's programs are an
excellent reatJiting tool for the University.
Stieler added. One summer program, the
·RTV9 (radio and television) one-week
camp, attracts eleventh-graders from
around the nation to campus. They

aoo

receive practical, hands-on experience at
the campus radio and television stations.
"Many of these students have eventually
continued as students at BGSu,· said
Stieler, who oversees the young people's
programs.
The theatre department offers a
summer camp as well as Saturday
dasses, as do the athletics and musical
arts departments. Stieler commented
that, with so many different offerings, she
feels it would be more economical and
efficient for continuing education to act as
a promotional dearinghouse for all the
young people's programs on campus.
'We have a very capable marketing and
promotion <flVision and would like to see
one comprehensive marketing piece go
out that would represent all that is
happening on campus instead of several
smaller pieces.·
Another continuing education program, Total Ouafrty Management. is a
resource for the business community
which helps redirect businesses to be
more quality-and-selvice focused, an
important theme in business today.
Another trend has been toward updating,
retraining and refining employees' job
skills. As director of conference development. Kepke can help both faculty and
business professionals set up a training
program or find a speaker for a conference.
She said a large part of her job
involves CEU certification - setting up
training programs for professions that
require continuing education to maintain
certification. She helps with everything
from developing course content to
handling the approval process for
acceptance of the courses themselves.
Her office maintains registration and
certification records for 1Oto 15 years.
She will also help faculty host meetings of professional organizations they
belong to or targeted professional groups
for conferences on specific topics.
Allison, Stieler and Kepke urge faculty
and staff to contact them at 372-8181
and talk about how they might work
together. They specialize in turning ideas
into reality. - Bonnie Blankinship

Answer by BGSU-FA: It is ironic that AAI would try to tar faculty collective
bargaining with the brush of uniformity. We have answered this and other AAI
~key questions· related to workloads before, but the recent state mandate for a
10 percent increase in ~undergraduate teaching activity" calls for an updated
answer.
BGSU-FA/AAUP is committed to the primary purposes stated in its charter:
"To identify those professional concerns which are common to all faculty members without jeopardizing the diversity of interests which characterize an academic community, to articulate them in a manner consistent with the diverse
nature of this group, (and) to address them collectively.· The diversity of the
"workload· of its faculty lies at the heart of what distinguishes a university from
other educ:ational instituti~ns. Collective bargaining is the best. and perhaps the
only effective means avatlable at present to protect that diversity from the "bean
counters· in Columbus (and some in our own university). In the name of Maccountability, ·the bureaucracy that has come to rule us keeps trying to quantify
what we do, then to use the numbers to impose Muniform· workloads on us. If
f!1ey are successful, both the value of the education we provide and the reputatiOn of BGSU will be greatly diminished. In that event our students will be the
primary losers.
Besides its own charter, BGSU-FA is also committed to the 1970 AAUP
Statement on Faculty Workload, which speaks of "maximum teaching loads,· but
recognizes that "no single formula for an equitable faculty workload can be
devised .. : It has not been difficult to incorporate AAUP principles of <fiversity in
faculty workloads into collectively bargained contracts at other universities. For
example, the faculty contract negotiated by the AAUP at Kent State University
defines a university-wide maximum faculty workload on •equivalent credits of
formal course teaching per year,· but says that ·since the nature of the workload
differs among departments,· the definition cf what constitutes an •equivalent
credit. is a matter to be decided at the department level. This workload statement. which is protected by a binding contract between the Kent State AAUP and
administration, both preserves diversity and protects individual faculty from
exploitation.
Question: How will relationships between faculty members and their
chairs/directors and deans be affected if collective bargaining is approved
at BGSU?

Answer from the administration: In BGSU's long-standing collegial form of
governance, in<flVidual faculty have direct access to chairs/directors and deans
on a wide variety of topics. Faculty are used to negotiating special ad hoc
arrangements for teaching loads, dass schedules, reimbursement of professional travel costs, etc. to meet particular needs in particular semesters. These
types of one-on-one interactions happen on a regular basis with department/
school chairs and directors. They are also common, although not as regular, with
college deans.
If the faculty choose unionization, then the BGSU-FA becomes the faculty's
exdusive representative. The one-on-one relationship between in<flVidual faculty
and chairs/directors and deans will be altered by a union.contract and an
obligation to bargain with the faculty's exdusive representative, the BGSU-FA.
The union contract negotiated between the union leaders and the administration
will likely cover issues such as teaching loads, dass schedules and reimbursement of travel costs. University administrators will not be permitted to arrange or
negotiate independently from the union contract and the union officials.
Among other things, the flexibility of chairs to address individual faculty issues
and concerns wilJ be significantly reduced. The BGSU principle that chairs/
directors are part of the faculty will change because in a unionized setting
department chairs and school <farec!ors are considered part of management
An added note: As of Dec. 7, it appears likely that the representation
election will be scheduled by SERB for early February 1994, perhaps Feb. 9 and
Feb. 10. We urge all faculty to mark their calendars now and plan to participate
in this very important process by voting in the election.

ODK
From the front
Ohio MBA Caravan.
Bechtol graduated from Bowling
Green in 1984 with a bachelor's degree in
history. He received his law degree from
capital University in 1989.
Before becoming an assistant
prosecutor for Wood County in 1990, he
worked for the Toledo Support Center
and the Paulding County prosecutor's

office. He also currently works as an
arbitrator for the Wood County Common
Pleas Arbitration Board.
Bechtol is a member of the Bowling
Green, Ohio and American Bar associations, the Wood County Gang Task
Force, the American Trial Lawyers
Association and the National District
Attorneys Association.
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Cookies, sweatshirts, dinosaurs: Bookstore goes beyond books
For John Buckenmyer, director of the bookstore, and his staff, staying one step
ahead of the rest of the campus is the name of the game. When spring rolls around
and thoughts are focused on end-of-term exams and papers, he says those in the
Bookstore are already thinking, "preregistration ... summer semester ... fall semster:
"We go to extended hours the week before dasses
said Buckenmyer. The
rush starts at preregistration in mid-June and continues right up to Labor Day.
According to Buckenmyer, there is no real "down· time in the college bookstore
business. February and March are probably the slowest times, when the staff is
mostly involved in deaning out the inventory, determining what items can be returned
to the publishers, and preparing for the complete inventory conducted during spring
breakThe store employs about 30 additional temporary on-call employees for the fall and
spring semesters' busy days. In addition to its regular staff, the bookstore employs 16
students, who are required to work 15 to 20 hours a week so that they become familiar
with their area. He said the entire staff takes pride in being able to help customers with
their needs.
The key to making it all work is advance planning. "Our fall rush starts in the
spring; said Buckenmyer. The deadline for requisition forms from faculty for
fall-semester books is March and April. Once those are in, the staff uses the University
computer system to determine projected enrollment. Existing inventory is checked to
see how many books are already on hand. The staff then reviews what sold the last
time a particular class was offered, as well as whether a new edition of a textbook has
been issued.
Buckenmyer said every effort is made to assure the lowest cost possible to the
student. Ideally, many of the needed books can be obtained through buy-backs, which
benefit both buyer and seller.
Finally, textbook buyer Gwen Ohlinger and her staff begin contacting wholesale
used-book companies with the University's "want lisr to see if used books can be
obtained at a reduced price. "This is one of the first places we look. It assures a better
buy-back price and a better price to consumers come fall. However, more and more
textbooks in every discipline are coming with computer disks and this is having a
negative effect on the buy-back system; said Buckenmyer. The bookstore will not buy
used disks as it can't guarantee their quality and freedom from computer viruses.
Improvements in technology in recent years have sped up the book-buying
process. Faxes are used to place and confirm book orders and to handle licensing and
royalty fees. Computers help keep track of inventory. "It's a lot of data entry. Our staff
in the last year has become much more familiar with computers; said Buckenmyer.
The task of supplying the University's textbooks has changed as the textbooks
themselves have changed in the last few years. Professors are increasingly designing
their own materials. "We're getting into supplemental course packets and custom
published books,· said Buckenmyer. The bookstore works with two different organizations to do its custom publishing, Reprographics and Greyden Press (formerly ZIP
Services).
·
However the books are obtained, once they're in it requires a great deal of effort to
get them all on the shelves. The entire store must be reorganized each semester to
accommodate the changing stock. They use the "flexible alphabet,· Buckenmyer said
humorously, to make it all fit. 'When you try to move a stack of 10 books and you do
that all day, you end up pretty stiff and sore; he commented.
This process goes on year round: receiving books for the next semester, checking
them in and pricing them, and at the end of each semester, buying them back. In the
fall, the bookstore must also handle the heavy traffic of holiday shoppers, and in the
spring, sell caps and gowns to graduates.
Textbooks are only a part of what t.~e bookstore sells. Trade-book buyer Dallas
Brim and his staff must stay on top of what's new in that field. Brim often organizes
autograph sessions when authors are in Bowling Green and arranges to set up display
tables at conferences on campus and around town, coordinating these activities with

start:

John Buckenmyer, manager of the bookstore, examines a new shipment of books

with Gwen Ohlinger, the store's textbook buyer.
the publishers.
Children's books sell very well in the bookstore, whether bought by students and
faculty for their own children or as gifts or by the many education majors for classroom use. Each fall for the past four years the bookstore has hosted a "children's
reading week· featuring storytimes, activities, guest authors, and a ·celebrity guest•
such as Clifford the Big Red Dog or Waldo from the Where's Waldo? book series.
This year the program, held Nov. 20, had a dinosaur theme.
The bookstore sells much more than books, however. General merchandise
buyer Suanne Miller handles items from stationery to dothing. To be successful, she
must be something of a fashion expert, said Buckenmyer. She attends
manufacturer's trade shows to determine what the coming trends will be. Styles
change rapidly, he said, and it is important to know what and how much to order. For
instance, he said, baseball caps have become quite fashionable for both men and
women, and the colors and fabrics vary semester to semester.
In the past two to three years, the demand for computer software has grown and
the bookstore has begun carrying many more software packets than before. It has
also expanded its line of computer accessories. Buckenmyer said the store can offer
buyers a better price than commercial computer stores as manufacturers make
merchandise available at a discount to consumers buying for academic purposes.
Art supplies are also offered at competitive prices. The bookstore staff works with
faculty to determine what to stock. "and it changes quite a bit; said Buckenmyer.
Many former art students continue to buy their supplies at the store because of the
attractive prices.
Buckenmyer summarized the bookstore's philosophy this way: "We try to stay on
the edge of new products. That's a constant review." He said he and the staff are
continually asking themselves, 'What are we carrying that isn't selling- or what
aren't we carrying that people want?" - Bonnie Blankinship

Kaplan tells ASC about health care seminar in Florida, consultant hired
The University has hired a consultant
to review its health care plan and make
recommendations on how to improve it,
Dr. Josh Kaplan told members of
Administrative Staff Council at their Dec.
2 meeting.
Kaplan was the guest speaker at the
meeting and reported on a health care
cost containment seminar he attended in
Florida last month along with Dr. Don
Boren, Joyce Hyslop and Bob
Kreienkamp, all members of the Health
Care Task Force. Ray Medlin, a member
of the Board of Trustees, also attended
while representing a Toledo union.
Kaplan said he was surprised by all
the new information he learned at the
seminar. "We left somewhat humbled,
somewhat educated," he said. "We've
been making assumptions we <fldn't have
to make and we learned specific ways to
evaluate our plan and its effectiveness.·
I.

-i

The keynote speaker at the seminar

was William Hembree, president of the
Health Research Institute in California
Kaplan said the Bowling Green representatives had lunch with Hembree in Florida
and then invited him to visit the University
and present a program on cost containment.
The University's current plan that
offers three options for employees to
choose from will still be implemented in
January, but Kaplan said Hembree wJlJ be
able to develop ways to save costs in the
future. ·1 think he will really be a big help;
Kaplan said.
In other business, Greg Jordan, chair
of ASC, reported that the University's
severe weather policy is being reviewed
again. The policy came under fire by ASC
and Classified Staff Counal last year
when the groups complained that if
weather conditions are severe enough to

cancel classes, employees should not be
required to report to work either.
Administrative Council and John
Moore, executive director of personnel
services, developed a new policy that has
been included in updated versions of the
Classified Staff Handbook and the
Administrative Staff Handbook. Jordan
said the new wording does not clearly
indicate how employees should deal with
dangerous weather c:oncfrtions. -rhe new
policy, as it reads now, leaves a lot of
room for interpretation,· Jordan said.
He also provided an update on the
issue of the wor<fmg on the health care
enrollment forms pertaining to divorced or
separated enrollees. A clause on the
form said persons with either of these
marital statuses must provide a copy of
the divorce decree or legal separation
agreement before claims for dependents
would be considered. Staff members had

complained to ASC that this was an
invasion of privacy.
Jordan said there had been several
meetings with University administrators to
discuss the concern and Moore said the
wording had been referred to the
University's legal counsel.
Pat Green, vice chair of ASC, discussed a meeting she had attended on
the child care issue where each constituency group reported on its interpretation
of the results of a survey taken this fall.
Green said that although there was some
<flfference in opinion on the type of faality
that should be built, all of the groups
found there is a definite need for a center
on campus. She said Moore announced
at the meeting that a committee will be
appointed to continue with the next phase
of the project and he hopes a report will
be presented to the Board of Trustees in

April.

NEWS OF FACULTY AND STAFF ACTNITIES
FACULTY/STAFF PRESENTATIONS
Teny L Rentner. journalism. presented
"Shattering the Superwoman Image: The
Baddash Against the Working Mothers· at the
International Women's Studies Conference.
Washington D.C .• June 17-20. llelissa II.
Spirek. telecommunications. presented
•Entangled Threads: Mass Media's Reweaving of Women's Roles· at the same
conference.
Scott R. Boden, residential services.
presented -should I or Shouldn't I? Questions
of Coming Out Professionally" at the national
conference of American CoDege Personnel
Association in Kansas City and at the
Association of CoUege and University Housing
Officers International conference at Ohio State
University in July.
Paul Hunt. music. moderated a panel on
trombone pedagogy and directed the
Trombone Ensemble at the 19th Annual
International Trombone Workshop held at
Cleveland State University this past June.
Teresa Davidian, music, presented a
paper on Claude Debussy at the International
Debussy Colloquium in London on Sept 30.

Mary Natvig, music. presented a paper
entitled "Margaret of York and the Musical
Culture of Late 15th-Century Burgundy· at the
Midwest Chapter of American Musicological
Society in Chicago on Oct. 2-3.
H. Lee Riggins, music, chaired a paper
session entitled ·Recent Research in Aural
Skills Training· at the annual College Music
Society Conference in Minneapolis on Oct.15.
Richard Kennell, music also presented a
paper entitled "Social Learning Theory and the
Art of the Applied Music Teacher" at the
conference.
Stephen Krone, technology. served on a
guidance committee at the American Council
of Construction Education Annual Meeting in ··
Denver, July 22-24.
Frances Burnett, music, presented a
concert entitled ·Heavenly Music· which
included the J.S Bach "Goldberg Variations· in
the BGSU Planetarium in May. She also
conducted a master class entitled ·p1ay Me
More Than One Music· and was a judge for
the Little Carnegie Piano Competition in Lima
during June. She also recorded two piano
concertia by composers William Thomas
McKinley and Romeo Menoni with the Slovak
Radio Orchestra in Bratislava in October on a
compact disc to be released on the Master
Musicians Collective label. In November she
presented a workshop and master class for the
Teachers Forum in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Suzanne Thierry, music, was a guest artist
at the Crane Festival of Newmusic at Potsdam
College of the State University of New York
this past April. She performed "Berliner
Andenken; a selection chosen from among
300 scores submitted for consideration.
Richard Kennell, music, presented
"Technological Assistance for Student
Recruitment" at the Management Workshop
for Music Exeartives in Higher Education
Workshop at DePaul University in June.

Steven Cornelius. music, taught AfricanCuban drumming at the New England
Conservatory in July.

Vernon Wolcott, music. performed a
recital at Bristol Cathedral during an organ
study tour of cathedrals in southern England
and London in July.
John Sampen, music, performed the world

premiere of '"Saxophone Concerto· by Eugene
O'Brien at Indiana University on Dec. 1. He
and Marilyn Shrode. music went on a
European Tour Nov. 11-22, presenting
concerts and/or master classes at the
Hochsdule der Kunste, Bertin; Chopin
Academy, Warsaw; and International Festival
at Bialystok. Poland.

Theresa Clickner, Mark Bunce and Tina
Bunce, music, performed at Guildford

Thackeray's Books in Toledo. He also
presented a libel seminar for staff members of
the Sandusl<y Register and Norwalk Reflector
in November.

Wallace DePue. music. and the DePue
Family Musicians were featured on the Market
Street Presbyterian Church Music Concert
Series in Lima on Oct. 17.

David Skaggs. history. presented ·James
Fenimore Cooper and the Battle of Lake Erie:
Historical Veracity and Political Correctness· at
the 11th Naval History Symposium at the U.S.
Naval Academy. Annapolis. Md .• Oct. 22.

Ernest Savage, visual communication and
technology, presented "Leadership-It's the
Same Challenge for All Educators" at the
Epsilon Pi Tau Leadership Conference at the
University of Alberta. Edmonton, Alberta.
Canada, on Oct. 23.

Cathedral in Guildford, England, and
Westminster Abbey in London with the
Canterbury Choir of Trinity Episcopal Church
in Toledo as part of the choir's two-week
residency in Great Britain.

Scott C. Martin, presented a paper entitled
"Don Quixote and Leatherstocking: Sports and
Class in the Early National South· at the

Joe Spinelli, geography, presented a
paper entitled "The Ebb and Flow of Student
Choice for Academic Major Among Ohio's
State-Assisted Universities, 1975-1990. at the
Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy of
Science at Youngstown State University on
May 1.

Melissa D. Bandy, hospitality management, presented "Opportunities in Hospitality
and Tourism Education· at the 1993 International Hotel. Motel, & Restaurant Show in
Nov.• New York City, N.Y. She also presented
·international CHRIE Mentorship Program· at
the 1993 Conference of the International
Council on Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional
Education in Aug .• Chicago. II. The abstract
was published in the conference proceedings.

Harry W. Hoemann, psychology. presented a poster entitled "Proactive Interference
and Language Change in Second Language
Learners· at the American Psychological
Association meetings in Toronto. Ontario.
Canada. Aug. 20-24.
Willard Misfeldt, art. presented a paper
entitled -whatever Happened to Cecil George?
(A James TISSOt Mystery and Some Theatre
Historyr at the 4th International Popular
Culture meeting at University College of Ripon
and York St John in York, England, Aug. 8-14.
In the same conference, Jack Nachbar,
popular culture, presented -Sumppo at the Bat:
Cooperstown as Mythic American Space: Pat
Browne, popular press, presented a paper
entitled ·Penned in Poison while Ray Browne.
popular culture. presented "Tom McCall: The
Problem with Justifiable Homicide.·
Bizabeth C. Gehring, applied human
ecology, presented "Heritage Activities: A
Natural For School Age Care· at the National
School Age Child Care Alliance Conference
held in St. Paul, Minn.. April 29-May 1.
David Saygers, music, performed a solo
tuba recital at the Manor House at the
Wildwood Metropark in Toledo, Oct. 15.
Emily Freeman Brown, music, conduded
the Dayton High School String Festival. which
included orchestras from twelve Dayton area
schools. on Oct. 14. She also conducted the
Toledo Symphony Orchestra on Oct. 23 and
the Regional Orchestra Festival in Mansfield,
Nov. 20-21. She also conducted the East
Central Regional Orchestral Festival. Newark,
Nov. 20-21.

Southern Historical Association in Orlando.
Fla.• Nov. 10-12.

Paul Hunt and Richard Cioffari. music,
performed in recital at Heidelberg University
on Oct. 29. Mark Bunce, music. assisted with
electronics on the program.
Keith Hofaker, music, was a theatrical
Theatre Consultant on a $2 million renovation/
restoration project with the Sandusky State
Theatre.
Bob Kreienkamp, WBGU-TV, discussed
the topic of "Improving Communications on
Campus Issues· at a seminar at the State
Employees Conference in Athens. June 29-30.
Adrian Tio, art. delivered the keynote
address entitled, "Micro/Macro: Thoughts of a
Tamed Idealist·, to the 57th Annual Conference of the Mid America College Art Association. He also chaired an invited panel session
on artists who work together. "A Conspiracy of
Artists-Creative Collaborations: He also has
work in the exhibition. "Hands at Work: A
Celebration of American Book Crafts· which
opened Nov. 15 and will run until Dec. 30 at
The University of Alabama. Tuscaloosa. Ala
Edward G. Stockwell and Franklin W.
Goza. sociology, presented a paper on "Infant
Mortality Trends and Socioeconomic Status in
Ohio· at the annual conference of the
Southern Demographic Association in New
Orteans, Oct. 21-23.

Fujiya Kawashima. history, presented
"Yangban Legacy: Cultural Localism and
Korean Identity. at the Third North Park
College Korean Symposium in Chicago, Oct.

IL Neil Browne, economics. presented
·Economics and the Environment: A Future

16.

Perspective· at a conference called ·Recy-

Sudershan Jelley. technology, presented
and published the paper 'World Class
Manufacturing• on Oct. 6 at the ICWA
conference in Rosemont, Ill.

cling: Good Stewardship for the '90s and
Beyond.· The conference was presented by
the Midwest Association of Higher Education
Facilities Officers at Miami University, Oxford,
on Sept 29-30. He also gave a keynote
address for the New Faculty Workshop entitled
"The Mystery of Teaching: What I Think I
Know and What I Wash I Knew,· East Central
Colleges, Bethany, W. Va, Oct. 22.

David Heinlen, environmental health and
safety, presented "BGSU's Orphan Chemical
Recycling Program: A Community Effort" at the
Eleventh Annual College and University
Hazardous Waste Conference held at Stanford
University.

Dennis Hale, journalism, appeared on a
panel about hate speech with the ~ director
of the Ohio ACLU which was held at

Richard Kennell, music, presented a
paper entitled "Scaffolding Theory and the Art
of the Applied Music Teacher" at the College
Music Society National Conference in
Minneapolis, Minn. on Oct. 15.
llarilyn Shrude, music, had her composition ·A Gift of Memories· performed by the
Cleveland Chamber Orchestra, Edwin London
conducting, on Sept. 27. She also conducted a
master class and recital at the Hochschule der
Kunste in Berlin, Germany. on Nov. 13 and
Nov. 15. In addition, she headed a master
class at the Chopin Academy in Warsaw,
Poland, on Nov. 17.

Dennis Anderson. political science.
delivered a paper on "Dual-Level Secular
Realignments: The Impact of the 1960's on
Contemporary Ohio Voting Patterns· at the
53rd Annual Meeting of the Ohio Association
of Economists and Political Scientists at Ohio
Wesleyan University. Delaware. on Oct. 23.
Joy K. Potthoff. applied human ecology,
presented the paper "Adolescent Satisfaction
with Drug/Alcohol Treatment Facihties: Design
Implications· at the Crossing Boundaries in
Practice Forum in Cincinnati. Oct. 14-17.
Joseph E. Havranek, special education'
rehabilitation counseling, presented
"Multicultural Issues and Consulting: A New
Paradigm" at the 17th annual conference of
the Society for Applied Sociology. held Oct. 16
in St. Louis, Mo.
Jan Nealer. applied human ecology.
participated in the panel discussion ·Gender
Issues in Family Therapy, Research. and
Academia.· The discussion. sponsored by the
Ohio Association for Marriage and Family
Therapists. was held Oct. 22·23 in Dublin.

Mark Munson. music. presented a lecture;
demonstration on the changing voices of
adolescent boys at a clinic sponsored by the
Ohio Choral Directors Association at Bluffton
College on Oct. 30.
Steven Cornelius. music. presented
"Sounding the Orudel lgbodu: The Merging of
Musical and Cosmological Structure· at the
annual meeting of the Society for
Ethnomusicology in Oxford. Miss .. on Oct. 29.
The presentation was assisted by Roger
Schupp. music.
Joyce Eastlund Gromko. music.
presented a research paper at the 1994 Music
Educators National Conference in Cincinnati
on April 8.
Roland Wyatt. music. presented a two-Oay
voice symposium tor Big Sky Music Management on Oct. 29 and 30 in Bozeman. Mont.
The topic for the weekend meeting was "The
Commonsense of Singing."

Kay lloore. music. was the keynote
speaker at the Ohio Music Teachers Association Northwest District Fall Conference on Nov.
5. Jeff Halsey, music. was a guest performer.
William Lake, music, presented "Toward a
Theory of Register- at the joint annual meeting
of American Musicological Society and Society
for Music Theory in Montreal on Nov. 3.

Michael Bakan. music. presented a
workshop on Balinese music for children at
Montessori School of Bowling Green on Nov.
19. He also presertted a workshop on Balinese
Gamelan for the Wortd Music Student Group
trom Cleveland Heights High School at BGSU

en Nov. 23.
Burton Beerman. music. participated in a
performance of his original composition. ~ight
for electric darinet. dancer and virtual
reafrty video, at the Fifth Symposium on

visions·

Continued on the next page
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FACULTY/STAFF PRESENTATIONS (CONT.)
Electronic Arts Festival in Minneapolis on Nov.

6.
Steven Cornelius. music. pr~sented a
workshop in Afro-Cuban bata drumming at the
annual meeting of Society for
Ethnomusicolgoy in Oxford. Miss. on Oct. 29.

Jett Halsey. music. was the featured
bassoonist on the new Jack Schantz Compact
Disk. Speechless. for Azica records released
in September. He also presented a workshop
on jazz history for the Ohio district meeting of
Music Educators National Conference on Nov.
5.

Mary Natvig, music, presented ·Margaret
of York and the Musical Culture of Late
Fifteenth Century Burgundy" at the Midwest
Regional Meeting of American Musicological
Society in Chicago on Oct. 2.
The ·New Music Festival 13· series
produced by Donald Wilson, music, and
Mark Bunce. music, has been picked up by 10
FM radio stations throughout the United
States.
Sherry E- Sullivan, management,
presented ·Promoting Gender Equality in the
Classroom· at the National Meetings of the
Academy of Management.. She also presented
-Cross-National Research Issues· and
"International Job Assignments as Initial Job
Assignments: An Empirical Examination of the
Career Plans of MBAs" and chaired the
Careers Caucus at the Southern Academy of
Management Meetings.

Neocles Leontis, chemistry, presented
-Structures, Stabilities, and Ligand-Binding
Properties of Branched Nucleic Acids. to the

chemistry department at the University of
Akron on Nov. 16.

Andreas Poulimenos, music, was the
bass soloist in the Verdi •Requiem· at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis .• Dec.

of the Regional Science Association, Houston,
Tx., No-.r. 11-13.

Nancy Brendlinger. journalism. presented
-sense-Making Methods in Multicultural
Contexts· at the 16th National Third World
Studies Conference in Omaha in October. At
the same conference. Lucial Vargas,
journalism. presented -Culturalists' Case Study
Method in Third World Settings: Contributions
from Mexico.· Srinivas Melkote, telecommunications, presented ·New Approaches to
Development Communication Studies: Ewart
Skinner. telecommunications. presented
"Qualitative Research and Literary Analysis: A
Caribbeanist's Perspective" and "Emerging
Ideologies: Young Journalists' Philosophy of
Newswork in Trinidad and Tobago:

10.

Joyce Blinn and Oflr Sisco, study skills
lab and academic enhancement. presented
·Evaluating the Effectiveness of University
Study Skills Lab. at the 37th Annual Conference of the College Reading Association.
Richmond, Va .• Nov. 4-7.

Hong-Mei Xiao, music. appeared in
concert with violinist Cho-Liang Lin and cellist
Yo-Yo Ma at Alice Tully Hall, New York City,
Dec.2.
Tina Bunce, music. was alto soloist in the
Vivaldi ·Gloria· at the First Annual Sylvania
Choral Festival, Olivet Lutheran Church, Nov.

Jane L Forsyth, professor emeritus of
geology. presented two lectures on ·ohio's
Geologic Setting• and ·Environmental
Concerns in Ohio·. at the YMCA Camp Kem.
Lebanon, Oh., Sept. 18 and 19. She also
lectured and helped lead a field trip at a
special workshop held in the new Hemlock
Falls site at the Mohican School. All lectures
were partly sponsored by the Ohio Conservation and Outdoor Education Association. In
addition, she attended the national convention
of the Geological Society of America where
she took part in two field conferences dealing
with the glacial history of New England,
Boston. Oct. 22-30.
Joseph E- Havranek, special education/
rehabilitation counseling, presented ·Americans Wrth Disabilities Ad of 1990· at the Ohio
Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers' 68th annual meeting,
Cincinnati, Oct. 4.

7.
Gene Dybdahl, music, was the guest
conductor of the First Annual Sylvania Choral
Festival, Olivet Lutheran Church, Nov. 7.
Virginia &larks, music, presented piano
master classes at the Ober1in Conservatory of
Music, Nov. 20.

Andreas Poulimenos and Richard
llathey. both of music, were soloists for the
annual ·Messiah· presented by the Toledo
Choral Society at the Peristyle in The Toledo
Museum of Art, Dec_ 3-4.

Susan M- Pauly and Guadalupe A.
Galvan, both of academic enhancement,
presented •Effective Counseling Techniques
for White Counselors Working With African
American, Latino and North American Indian
Students• at the 19th Annual Conference of
the Mid-America Association of Educational
Opportunity Program Personnel {MAEOPP).
The workshop was moderated by Armando p _
Bejarano, college access programs.
Peter G. VanderHart, economics,
presented "The Tenure Choice of the Migrating
Elderly- at the 40th North American Meetings

Tina Bunce, music, was the alto soloist in
"The Messiah· with the Mennonite Choral
Society of Indiana, Burne, Ind., Dec. 4 and 5.
Richard Kennell, music, was one of two
presenters at the National Association of
School of Music, San Francisco Conference.
Nov. 21. He presented ·Review of Recent
Research in Applied Music: Also presenting
on the same session at the conference was
Robert Thayer, dean emeritus of the College
of Musical Arts.
David Saygers, music, appeared in
several concerts with the Tower Brass Quintet
during December in Michigan, Pennsylvania
and Texas. While on tour, the quintet played
several of Saygers' original compositions. The
quintet has recently released its fourth
compact disc, •At Play; on the Capstone
label.
Richard Clark, criminal justice, and Glenn
Shields, social work, presented ·Patterns of
Family Communication and Deriquency- at the
American Society of Criminology meeting,
Phoenix, Az.

Steven Lab, criminal justice, participated in
a round table cflSCUssion on ·101 Uses for
Your Completed Dissertation· at the American
Society of Criminology meeting, Phoenix, Az..

FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS
Stephen Krone, technology, authored
"Managing Construction Change Orders with
Computers· in The Journal of The American
Professional Constructor, May 1993. He also
authored "The Preconstruction Evaluation Bi<r
in Engineering Management Journal,
September 1993.

William H. Redmond, marketing, authored
·A Modest Proposal for Structuring Comparative Marketing Studies: The Definitional
Approach. in The Journal of Macromarketing,
Spring 1993.

Charles L Crow, English, wrote eight
entries for the Marie Twain Encydopedia. ed.
J.R. Le Master and James D. Wilson {New
York: Garland, 1993).
Donald D. Gehring, higher education and
student affairs, authored a chapter entitled
"Understanding Legal Constraints on Practice.
for The Handbook of Student Affairs Administration; authored a chapter entitled "legal and
Regulatory Concerns· for Studef1t Housing and
Residential Ufe. He also co-authored "The
Academic Performance of Corrununity College
Transfer Students at a Major State University
in Kentucky; in the fall 1993 edition of
Community College Review.

Camey Strange, higher education and
student affairs, wrote •Developmental Impacts
of Campus living Envircnments• for Student
Housing and Residential Ufe.
Philip AJJOre. educational administration
and supervision, and Kathy S. WHson,
business education, coauthored ·Red-Hot or
Half-Baked?" in The American School Board
Journal, July 1993.

JoAnne llartin-Reynolds, education and
allied professions, coauthored a 32-page
manual entitled Character Education, An

Holistic Approach: One District's Plan.

Fred Pigge and Ronald Marso, both of
educational foundations and inquiry. coau-

-.,

thored ·A Longitudinal Comparison of the
Academic, Affective, and Personal Characteristics of Persisters and Nonpersisters in
Teacher Preparation· in The Journal of
Experimental Education, Fall 1992_

Steven C- Russell, special education, and

Joan N.. Kaderavek. communication disorders, coauthored ·Alternative Models for
Collaboration. in Language, Speech, and
Hearing Services in Schools, Apnl 1993.

Carolyn Palmer, higher education and
student affairs, authored -skepticism is
Rampant About the Statistics on Campus
Crime· in The Chronicle of Higher Education.

Belon E- Snyder and Ronald Anunons,
both of sociology, coauthored "Basebalfs
Emotion Work: Getting Psyched to Play" in
Oualitative Sociology, 1993.
H. Lee Riggins, music, edited Volume 31
of College Music Symposium. the journal of
The College Music Society_

Ronald L Russell, dean, College of
Education and Allied Professions; Janet
Parks, health, physical education and
reaeation; and Peter Wood, educational
foundations and inquiry, collaborated on the
article "Marital and Other Primary Dyadic
Relationships of Intercollegiate Athletics
Administrators· in the Joumal of Sport
Management, May 1993.

Joseph Havranek. rehabilitation counselinglspecial education, wrote the article •Ethical
Issues in the Workplace: Implementation of

the Americans with DisablTdies At;f' in the
National Association of Rehabilitalion
Professionals in the Private Sector Joumal,
Aug. 1993.
C8mey Strange, higher education and
student affairs, co-authored "College Adjustment and Family Environments of Students
Reporting Parental Alcohol Problems· and
•Effects of Unwanted Childhood Sexual
Experiences on Psychosocial Development of
College Women· in the Journal of College
Student Development. July 1993.

Karen Gould, associate dean of the
Graduate ColJege, authored --rheory's Space
in Recent Texts by Nicole Brossan:I and
France Theoret,• in Le discours feminin dans
la literature postmodeme au Quebec, Mellen
Research University Press, 1993. Her article
entitled •Autobiographica History of the Lure
of the Recent Past: L 'Homme qui peignait
Sta1ine • appeared in L 'Esprit Createur.
Summer 1993. She also authored •Copies
confonnes : la reeaiture <fun polar americain·
in Eludes francaises, Spring 1993.
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and
statistics, co-authored the book entitled
Elliptically Contoured Models in Statistics,
Kluwer Academic.

V'actor E- Repp. technology, authored the
9th Edition of Metalworlc Technology and
Practice as well as its workbook, Glencoe
Publishing Co., copyright 1994.

Barbara J. Thayer-Bacon. educational
foundations and inquiry. authored a review of
-Critical Thinking: What Every Person Needs
to Survive in a Rapidly Changing World'" in the
Educational Studies Journal. Spring 1993.
She also co-authored ·Real Talk9 with Charles
S. Bacon in the Jan./Feb. edition of The

Clearing House.
Benjamin N.. lluego, political science/
Ftrelands, authored -civifian Supremacy in the
Phifippines· in Constantine p _Danopoulos
[ed.], Civilian Rule in the Developing World,
Westview Press, 1993. He also wrote "The
Aquino Regime in Retrospect: Review and
Prognosis,· which appeared in Oct:asionaJ
Papers Series, Defense Academic Research
Program, 1993.

Ray laakanierni and Dennis Hale,
journalism, did separate studies diSCI rssed in
Doug Underwood's When MBAs Rule the
Newsroom, published by Columbia University

Press, 1993.
Ed Danziger, history, authored an article
entitled "United States Indian Policy during the
Late Nineteenth Century: Change and
Continuity" in the Hayes Historical Journal,
\ToT.-x11. pgs.- 27-39, Winter 1993.
·
Liiiian Ashcraft-Eason, history, wrote an
article entitled "Black Christians in the Colonial
Era.· published in the Encydopedia of African.
American Religions. Garland Publishing, 1993.
She also had a fellowship at the Ford Seminar
in African-American Studies at the University
of Pennsylvania. 1993-

James H. Albert. mathematics and
statistics, authored the foDowing articles:
"Using a Probability Plot to Summarize a
Unimodal Posterior Density; Conputational
StatistK:s and Data Analysis. Vol- 14; ·A
Bayesian Analysis of a Poisson Random
Effects Model for Homerun Hitters; The
American Stat;stician, Vol_ 46; "Bayesian
Estimation of Normal Ogive Response Curves
Using Gibbs Sampl'ing,· JoumaI of Educational
Statistics. Vol_ 17; i>arametrization Issues in
Bayesian Inference by Hills and Srmtt;
Bayesian Statistics 4; and "Bayesian Estimation of the Polychoric Correlation Coefficient,.
Journal of Conputational Statistics and
Stimulation, Vol. 44.
Josef Blass, mathematics and statistics,
authored the following articles: •AJexandre
Grothendieck's EGA V, Part 1: Hyperplane
Sections and Conic Projections. {with p _Blass
and 5_ Klasa), Uiam Quarterly, No_ 1(1992);
•AJexandre Grothendieck's EGA V, Part II:
Study of a Variable Hyperplane Section. {with
P-Blass and S. Klasa), Ulam Quarterly, No.
2(1992); "The Effect of Truncation on the
UMVUE of the Black-Scholes Option Price.
{with Padmaraj and Rohatgi), Ulam Ouarterty,
No. 1(1992).

Neal Carothers, mathematics and

Continued on next page

-on

statistics. authored
the Geometry of the
Unit Sphere of the Lorentz Spaces L., • (with
Dilworth and Trautman), Glasgow Math. Vol.
34 (1992).

Transformations· (with W.Y. Loh), The Annals
of Statistics, Vol. 20. No. 3.
So-Hsiang Chou. mathematics and
statistics, authored an article entitled ·Error
Estimates for Mixes FEM for Nonlinear
Parabolic Problems· (with Q. Li), Numerical
Methods for PDE's. Vol. 8. He also authored
·A Network Model for Two Fluid Flow:
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Reactor Thermal Hydraulics,
American Nuclear Society, Vol.VI.

Kit Chan, mathematics and statistics,
authored ·zero Sets, Interpolating Sequences,
and Cydic Vectors for Dirichlet Spaces· (with
A. Shields), Michigan Mathematical Journal,
Vol. 39.
Andrew II. W. Glass, mathematics and
statistics. authored "The Ubiguity of Free
Groups:Math Intelligencer, Vol. 14.
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and
statistics, authored the following articles: -on
T esting Against Restricted Alternatives for the
Variances of Gaussian Models· (with
Adegboye), Australian Journal of Statistics.
Vol. 31; ·improved Estimation in a Contingency Table: Independence Structure· (with
Saleh and Sen), Journal of American
Statistical Association, Vol. 84;
a
Superiority Problem in Unspecified Restricted
Linear Models. (with Kabe), Communications
in Statistics-Theory and Methods, Vol. 18;
•Asymptotic NonnuU Distribution of Likelihood
Ratio Statistic for Testing Homogeneity of
Complex Multivariate Gaussian Population·
(with Nagar), Journal of Statistical Computa·
lion and Simulation, Vol. 31; •Asymptotic
Nonnull Distribution of Likelihood Ratio
Statistics for Testing Equality of Covariance
Matrices Under Intraclass Correlation Moder
(with Nagar), Statistica, Vol. 50; "On the
Derivation of a Certain Noncentral T-Distribution. (with Kabe), Journal of Korean Statistical
Society, Vol. 19; -characterization of Joint
Density by Conditional Densities· (with Varga),
Communication in Statistics-Theory and
Methods; ·A Note on Tolerance Regions for
Random Vectors and Best Linear Predictors·
(with Kabe), Statistics Papers, Vol. 31; "On a
Multiple Correlation Ratio. (with Kabe),
Statistics and Probability Letters, Vol. 9; "On a
Multiple Observations Model in Disaiminant
Analysis. (with Logan), Journal of Statistical
Computations and Simulations, Vol. 34.

-on

Hanfeng Chen, mathematics and
statistics, authored an article entitled "Bounds

on AREs of Tests Following Box-Cox

.

W. Charles Holland, mathematics and
statistics, authored an article entitled "lattice
Ordered Groups with a Prescribed Minimum
for Given Bements• (with G. Szekely), Algebra
Universalis, Vol. 29. His work ·Partial Orders
of the Group of Automorphisms of the Real
Line· appeared in the Proceedings of the
Malcev Conference. Novosibirsk 1989,
Contemporary Math.

Clifford A. Long, mathematics and
statistics, authored an article entitled ·Peaks.
Ridge, Passes, Valley, Pits-A Slide Study of
f(x,y)=Ax2 + Br: A Century of Calculus Part 11.
1969-1991, The Mathematical Association of
America. 1992.

Barbara E. Moses. mathematics and
statistics, authored an article entitled ·Ideas:
Mathematics and Music.· Arithmetic Teacher,
Vol. 40, No. 4.
True T. Nguyen, mathematics and
statistics, authored ·A Note on Characterizations of Multivariate Stable Distributions· (with
A.R. Sampson), Annual Institute Statistical
Mathematics, Vol. 43, No. 4. He also authored
"On a Conc:frtional Function Equation of
Several Variables and a Characterization of
Multivariate Stable Distribution· (with Zeng and
Gupta), lntemational Journal in Mathematics
and Mathematica/ Sciences, Vol. 16, No.1.

Edsel A. Pena, mathematics and statistics,
authored ·A Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test
for Randomly Censored Data• (with M.
Hollander), Journal of the American Statistical
Association. He also authored -Classes of
Nonparametiric Goodness-of-Fit Tests for
Censored Data: Simple Null Hypothesis case·

(with M. Hollander) in Nonparametric Statistics
and Related Topics. In addition. he authored
"On Non-Existence of Ancillary Statistics· (with
V. Rohatigi and G. Szekely) in Statistics and
Probability Letters.

James Taylor. philosophy, authored
-Conceptual Analysis and the Essence of
Knowledge" whict. was published in the
American Philosophical Ouarterly, Jan. 1993.

V. Frederick Rickey, mathematics and
statistics. authored the following articles: ·How
Columbus Encountered America,· Mathemat·
ics Magazine; ·An Application of Geography to
Mathematics: History of the Integral of the
Secant: A Century in Calculus. Part II; ·My
Favorite Ways of Using History in Teaching
Calculus: Learn From the Masters'. He also
authored a section in the book Stanislaw
Lesniewski called ·An Annotated LesniewSki
Bibliography:

Fujiya Kawashima. history, authored an
article entitled ·A Yangban Organization in the
Countryside: The Tansong Hyangan of Mid·
Choson Dynasty Korea: Journal of Korean
Studies. Vol. 8. Oct. 1993

Vijay K. Rohatgi. mathematics and
statistics, authored the following articles: "The
Effect of Truncation on the UMVUE of the
Black-Scholes Option Price" (with J. Blass and
R. Padmaraj). Ulam Quarterly;
the
Background of Some Correlation Inequalities"
(with G. Szekely), Joumal of Statistical
Computation and Simulation; ·Null Distribution
of the Locally Most Powerful Test for the Two
Sample Problem when the Combined Sample
is Type II CensorOO- (with A.K. Md., E. Saleh,
R. Ahluwalia. and P. Ji), Soochow J. Matlr, "On
the Infinite Divisibility of Polynomials in
Infinitely Divisible Random Variables· (with G.
Szekely), Probability Theory and Applications;
"On the Nonexistence of Ancillary Statistics·
(with E. Pena and G. Szekely). Statistics and
Probability Letters.

Gregg Brownell, Ed Jadallah, and Nancy
Brownell. all of educational curriculum and
instruction. authored ·Formal Reasoning Ability
in Preservice Elementary Education Students:
Matched to the Technology Education Task at
Hand?" in the Summer. 1993. edition of The
Journal of Research on Computing in
Education. International Society for Technology in Education.

-on

Melissa D. Bandy, hospitality management. authored the following articles: -Workers' Compensation Claims in the Hospitality
Industry: A Comparative Study: The Hospitality Research Journal, 16; •Employee Assistance Programs: For the Future of the
+lospitality Industry?" (with L Dopson), The
Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Research,4;
·Reducing Accidents in the Hospitality Industry
Through Ergonomics: The Hospitality &
Tourism Educator, Nov. 1993. Bandy also
wrote a chapter entitled •Facilities Management: Introduction to Hospitality Property
Managemenr in the book Hospitality Management: An Introduction to the Industry. Kendall/
Hunt Publishing Co., 1993.

Sachi Sakthivel. accounting and manage·
ment information systems. authored an art1de
entitled -On Selecting Appropriate Technology
for Knowledge Systems: Journal of Systems
Management Oct. 1993.

Barbara J. Thayer-Bacon. educational
foundations and inquiry. published -Caring and
Its Relationship to Critical Thinking· in the
Summer. 1993, edition of Educational Theory.
She also published ·critical Thinking in the
Early Years: Connecting Language and
Thoughr in Teaching and Leaming: The
Journal of Natural Inquiry. the Fall 1993
edition.

Bizabeth Gehring, applied human
ecology. reviewed various children's books in
the Fall, 1993. issue of Dimensions of Early
Childhood. the journal of the Southern Earty
Childhood Association.
Eric D. Jones and W. Thomas Southern.
both of special education. co-authored
·Acceleration and Enrichment: The Context
and Development of Program Options· with
Julian Stanley. The chapter was part of the
International Handbook of Research and
Development of Giftedness and Talent.

FACULTY/STAFF RECOGNITIONS
{ .11\

o.

William
Coggin, English, has received
fellowship to the Society for Technical ·
Communication, which is the world's largest
professional organization serving the technical
conmunication profession.

Inge II. Klopplng, business education,

was named the Business Educator of the Year
at the annual convention of the Ohio Business
Teachers Association (OBTA) in Cincinriati,

April 23-24.
Dolores L Reynolds, economics,
received the -chapter of the Year" award on
behaH of the Wood County Chapter of
Professional Secretaries International at the
Ohio Division AnnuaJ Meeting of PSI in ..
Canton, May 15-16. She also was a delegate·
at the Annual Convention of Professional
Seaetaries International in Calgary, Alberta,

Canada. July 23-29.
Catherine Csssara, journalism, authored
1ntemational News in Six American NeWspa·
pers: Last Look at A Bipolar WorldT which
was chosen as the 1993 top faa.ilty paper by
the International Communication Divisiori of
the Association for Education in Journalism
and Mass Communication. She also was
selected as a 1993 AEJMC-Freedom Forum
Teaching Fellow and she received an award
from the International Communication Division
of AEJMC annual convention in Kansas City,
Aug.11. Her paper was selected as the top
faculty paper by the organization.
Robert DeBard, Firelands College,
received the Erie County Chamber of
Commerce's Presidents Award. The award is
presented to a chamber member wt:o has
demonstrated hard work and leadership for the

statistics, was appointed an associate editor of

chamber and the community.

Communications in Statistics.

David A. Stanford, cooperative education.

was honored as •Educator of the Year" at the
Ohio Cooperative Education Assoda!ion's
1993 conference.

Evron Collins was awarded -Tue Glasgow
eup· by the Miniature Book Society on Sept. 5
at the annual conclave of the society in

Chicago.
Jacqueline lnstone, musical arts, received
the second annual Pro Musica Faa.ilty-Staff
Award for Service to Students.
Ernest~. technology, received a
visiting professorship at Griffith University in
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, April 17-20.
He presented ·A Conceptual Framework for
Technology Education:

Donakl D. Gehring, higher education and
student affairs, was awarded the 9Talking Stick
Article of the Year Award'" at the 1993 annual
meeting of the Association of College and
University Housing Officers International in
Columbus, July 20.
Elaine II. Brents, applied human ecology,

was elected president of the Wood County
Chapter of Professional Secretaries International for 1994.

IL Neil Browne, economics,

was

interviewed as an authority on critical thinking.
His interview was featured in a chapter in
Conversations with Critical Thinkers. 1993.
Dennis Hale, journalism. was elected head
of the law division of the Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication at the AEJMC national convention in
Kansas City in August.
Arjun K. Gupta. mathematics and

Thomas Hern, mathematics and statistics,
has been elected president of the Ohio section
of the Mathematical Association of America for
1993-94.
Adrian Tio, art, was awarded first place for
his print "Then Rabbit Leapr in the Eighth Mini
Print International Exhibition. The traveling
exhibit was on display at the Plaza Gallery in
Binghamton, N.Y., Oct. 29-Nov. 23.

llerassa D. Bandy, hospitality manage-

ment. was the 1993 H.J. Heinz Graduate
Fellowship Recipient, aWarded to her in May
by the Educational Foundation of the National
Restaurant Association. She also was one of
30 international law students selected to
attend the Twenty.first Annual Law &
Institutions of the European Communities
Seminar in July in Brussels. Belgium.
Ron Zwierlein. student affairs. was elected
to the board of directors of the American Red
Cross Blood Service of Northwest Ohio for a
three-year term.

George Hammond. photochemical

sciences. received an honorary degree from
Weizmann Institute of Scientific Research in
Rehovt. Israel. on Nov. 8.

Thomas Hilty, art, was elected to the SACI
Board of Directors at the annual board meeting

in San Rafael, Calif., May 28.

Darrel Fyffe, associate professor emeritus.
educational curriculum and instruction, and his
wife, Jean Fyffe, were awarded theMallinson
Distinguished Service Award by the School
Science and Mathematics Association. The
two were recognized for 12 years of service as
the SSMA Executive Secretary and Executive
Assistant.
V"uvlnia Marks, music. was the state
chairman for the Music Teachers National
Association WurtJlzer Collegiate Artist
Competition on Oct 30 at Baldwin Wallace
College. She was the adjudicator at the state
music Teachers National Association Yamaha
and Baldwin competitions on Nov. 6 at
DePauw University.

..,

Wallace Depue, music. received his eighth
consecutive American Society of Composers/
Authors and Publishe!s award for original
compositions as wen as the recent perfor•
mances of those works.
Ronald L Partin, education, received the
Charles Weaver Award for long and distinguished service in the counseling profession.
He was recognized at the annual conference
of the Ohio Counseling Association held on
Nov. 4-5 in Columbus.

Sung C. Bae. Daniel Klein. and Raj
Padmaraj. all of finance. won the 1993

•

Richard D. lrwin-.Competitive Paper Award in

Business Finance at the 1993 Financial
Management Association meeting for their
paper ·Event-Rish Bond Covenants and
Stockholder Wealth: An Empirical lnvestiga~,.- The award included a $1 .000 prize which
was divided among the recipients.

,

DATEBOOK
Monday, Dec. 13
Professional Development Luncheon,
"How to Make Your Monopoly Money Real." by
Christopher Smitherman, residential services.
noon-1 p.m., Capital Room. University Union.
Please bring a lunch from the Union or Prout.

Tuesday, Dec. 14
Coalition for Transcultural Enhancement Meeting, 9 p.m .. main lobby. Prout Hall.
Planetarium Show, "Secret Of The Star,"
8 p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

I

VVednesda~Dec.

15

Parking Appeals Committee Meeting, 1
p.m., parking services. Commons.

Thursday, Dec. 16
University Computing Council Meeting,

9:30-11 :30 a.m., 203 Hayes Hall.
Dissertation Defense, "Antigone: A
Genealogy of the Critical Idea of
Phallocentrism" by Lynn Walkiewicz. Dept of
Philosophy, 10 a.m .. 301 Shatzel.

Friday, Dec. 17
Dissertation Defense, "America Through
Its Comedians: Comedy and Culture On Film"
by Ben Urish, Dept. of American Culture
Studies, 9 -10:30 a.m., 214 University Hall.
Planetarium Show, "Secret Of The Star,"
8 p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

Saturday, Dec. 18
Planetarium Show, "Secret Of The Star,"
2 p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation.

Sunday, Dec. 19
Planetarium Show, "Secret Of The Star,"

OBITUARY
Charles Lakofsky

:f

Charles Lakofsky, 71, professor
emeritus of art, died Dec. 7 in the
Bowling Green Manor Nursing Home.
Internationally known for his ceramics,
Lakofsky joined the University's faculty in
1948. He retired in 1983.
He exhibited in more than 40 area.
state, national and international exhibitions and received many awards for his
works. He held one-man shows at The

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New vacancies
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: Noon, Friday.Dec. 17.
12-17-1 Library Media Technical
Assistant2
PayGrade26
Popular Culture Library
Part-time

Art Institute of Chicago, The Toledo
Museum of Art, The Ohio State University
and Zanesville Museum of Art.
In addition, his works are in permanent
collections at several museums including
the Cleveland Museum of Art, Museum of
Contemporary Crafts, New York, the
Smithsonian Institute and the Columbus
Museum of Art.
Lakofsky was a fellow of the National
Council on Education for the Ceramic
Arts and received the Outstanding Ohio
Craftsman Award, Designer-Craftsmen
Exhibition in 1975. He also was awarded
the Ohio Designer-Craftsman Achievement Award in 1981.
He taught workshops and summer
series at the University of British Columbia. the University of Colorado, Scripps
College, Miami University. Indiana
University, Haystack School of Crafts, De
Pauw University and the University of
Connecticut.
Memorials may be made to the
Lakofsky Scholarship Fund, BGSU
School of Art, the Rrst Presbyterian
Church in Bowling Green or the American
Diabetes Association.

FACULTY/STAFFPOSITIONS

7:30 p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

Monday, Dec. 20
Women's Basketball, vs. Athletes-in·
Action, 7:30 p.m., Anderson Arena.

Tuesday, Dec. 21
Classified Staff Council Meeting, 9 a.m.noon. Taft Room, Union.
Men's Basketball, vs. Tiffin, 7:30 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.

Thursday, Jan. 6
Administrative Staff Council, 1:30 p.m.,
Alumni Room, Union.

Saturday, Jan. 8
Women's Basketball, vs. Kent, 5:15 p.m.,
Anderson Arena
Men's Basketball, vs. Kent. 7:30 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.

Sunday, Jan. 9
Falcon Club Skate Wrth The Falcons, 6
p.m., ice arena.

Planning a potluck?
Handle food wisely
Is your department planning a potluck
lunch or dinner during the holidays? If so,
Dave Heinlen, environmental health and
safety. may be able to assist in answering any
questions or concerns you might have about
proper food handling procedures.
Special food handling practices for potlucks
and similar functions are necessary in
minimizing the possibility of foodbome disease
transmission. Temperature controls during
food preparation and how foods are stored and
served are extremely important in safe food
handling. Other factors that influence
foodbome disease transmission during these
events are the types of foods involv~. the fad
that these foods are being prepared by
cfrtferem individuals and the need to store
foods for extended periods after they have
arrived at the University.
·
If you would like to receive general food
handling guidelines for these types of events,
contact Heinlen at 372-2173. A customized
informational session also can be arranged for
interested departments or areas.

The following faculty positions are available:
Biological Sciences: Marine biologist. assistant professor. Contact RC. Woodruff (2-8550).
Deadline: Jan. 15.
EDCI: Assistant professor, science methods. Also, assistant professor. secondary reading/
methods. Also, assistant/associate professor. general secondary methods. For all positions,
contact Leigh Chiarelott (2-7352). Deadlines: Feb. 1 or until position is filled.
Geography: Assistant professor. Contact Alvar Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: March 1 or until
position is filled.
Geology: (Anticipated) Assistant professor. Contact chair of search committee, geology
departmen1 (2-2886). Screening begins Feb. 15. Deadline: March 1.
German, Russian & East Asian Languages: (Anticipated) Instructor of Russian (temporary,
full-time). Contact Margy Gerber (2-2268). Deadline: Jan. 31.
Journalism: Assistant professor. Contact Broadcast Search Committee (2-2076). Deadline:
Feb. 1 or until filled.
Ubraryilnfonnation Services: Coordinator of library user education. Contact LUE Screening
Committee (2-2856). Also. coordinator of electronic reference services. Contact Electronic
Reference Services Screening Committee (2-2856). Deadline for both positions:. Jan. 15.
School of Art: Assistant professor, graphic design (probationary. full-time). Contact Ronald
Jacomini (2-2821 ). Deadline: Feb. 9.
The following administrative positions are available:
Chemistry: Supervisor, NMR spectroscopy facility (anitcipated). Contact personnel services
(2-8426). Deadline: Feb. 15.
College of Arts and Sciences and Development Office: Alumni/development officer.
Contact personnel suvices (2-2227). Deadline: Dec. 22.
Development: Associate cf rector of de'lelopment, planned giving (search reopened). Contact
personnel services (2-2227). Deadline: Dec. 17.
Philosophy Documentation Center: Assistant to the director. Contact personnel services (22227). Deadline: Dec. 31.

Learn how to manage
your finances Dec. 13
Do you have a budget crisis? If you want to
learn more about how to handle your personal
finances. plan on attending a luncheon on
·How to Make Your Monopoly Money Real.· It
will be presented Monday (Dec. 13) by
Christopher Smitherman, residential services.
The program will be held in the Capital
Room of the University Union. Attendees
should bring a lunch from the Union or Prout.
The program, open to the University community, is sponsored by Administrative Staff
Councirs Professional Development Committee.

Office lists its hours
The hours of business for central stores/
office supplies and central receiving. located at
the Park Avenue warehouse, are 7:30 am.--4
p.m., Monday through Friday. The operation is
open during the noon hour. Only the office
remains open until 5 p.m. For questions, call
372-2121 or 372-2135.

Note 'Monitor' and
holiday schedules
This is the last issue of the Monitor
for 1993. The next issue will be
pubrlShed Jan. 10. The deadline to

submit materials for that issue is by 5
p.m.Jan. 4.
Employees are reminded that the
University will be closed Thursday.
Dec. 23, Friday, Dec. 24 and Friday.
Dec. 31 to observe the upcoming

holidays.

Safety notice is given
A series of injuries in freight/service
elevators shows a need to train employees in the operation of the equipment.
These service elevators are only for use
by employees or students who have the
authorization and training to use them.
They are not to be used as passenger
elevators. Anyone with questions about
this policy should contact environmental
health and safety at 372-2171.

Swim registration set
The spring Student Recreation Center
Learn-To·Swim program is being planned
for 10 Saturdays, running Jan. 15 through
April 23. There will be no instruction on
Feb. 19, 26, March 19, 26 and April 16.
Registration for the program, which is
for persons six months old to adult,
begins Tuesday, Jan. 11, in the SRC
main office. The cost is $15 per child and
participants must have an SRC membership. Call 372-2711 for more information.

Heavy traffic Dec. 1.4
Parking will be heavy on campus
Tuesday, Dec. 14, due to pre-registration
activities. Parents and students participating in preregistration, which is taking
place in the University Union, have been
advised to park in lots E and 4, located in
front and behind the heating plant.

Don't forget to have
your photo taken
Photo identification cards will be
prepared for all faculty and staff
during the next several weeks. To
receive your card, come to the Photo
ID Office (rear entrance of Commons)
between 9 a.m.-3 p.m. on any day
during your department's scheduled
week.
On the schedule for Dec. 13-17
indudes all persons within the vice
president for student affairs area and
vice president for planning and
budgeting area.
For the week of Dec. 20-22, all
members of libraries and learning
resources, the Graduate College,
continuing education and the vice
president for University relations area
should have their pictures taken.
Anyone who missed their scheduled week should have their photo
taken Dec. 27-30 or Jan. 3, 6 and 7
(the office is dosed Jan. 4 and 5).
For more information, call the
Photo ID Office at 372-6081.

